and coaching are
By establishing an
understanding of each position, we are better able
to accept the actions of each other, providing
benefit to children. As parents, when
your children become involved in our program,
you have a right to understand what expectations
are placed on your child. This begins with dear
from the coach of your
program.
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3. Specific concerns
and/or eXr)eclta
As your children become
Community Schools
experience some of the most rewarding moments
of their lives. It is
to
there may also be times when things
way you or your child wishes.
these
discussion with the coach is encouraged.

Thereare situations
requirea
conferencebetween
and
coach. Theseare to encouraged. is
important that both
involvedhave a
clear understanding
other'sposition.
Expectations the coach has for your child and
other players on the squad.
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3. Locations and times of all practices and
contests.
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4. Team requirements, i.e. fees, special
off-season conditioning.
5. Procedures should your
during participation.

6.

Parent -Coach

What are

Expectations?

your

be

your
of your

It is very difficult to accept
not
as much as you may hope. Coaches are
make judgment
believe to

AN

While there are
which can
and should be
your child's
coach, there are other things which must
left the discretion of the coach.

a parent do if the meeting
did not provide a
?
1.

and set up an appointment
to discuss
appropriate next steD can

ying
tegy
3. Play calling
4. Other student/athletes

When parent-coach conferences are
necessary, the following procedures should
be followed to help promote a resolution to
the issue of concern.

OU HAVE A CONCERN
CUSS WITH A COACH.,
PROCEDURE YOU
1. Call the school to set up an appointment
the coach.
2. If the coach cannot be reached, call the
athletic director. The AD will set up
meeting for you.
3. Please do not attempt to confront a coach
before or after a contest or practice.· These
can be emotional times for both the parent and
the coach. 'Meetings of this nature do not
promote resolution.

badly you must
to
Not for yourself but me,
me
this game,
dedication,
dignity.
embarrassing
When you criticize
If you think you can helpful,
Then try a new approach.
Call and make arrangements,
Tomeet coach face face,
Far better
to
such a
I think
you
find,
friendship will be sealed,
a more conducive atmosphere,
Than on
Please try to go along with coach,
Not judging wrong from
You know they've got
to
That must be done tonight.
As coach stands alone
there,
In front of all the fans,
Help him do
he must,
By staying silent in
stands.
Snap decisions
make,
Underpressure of the game,
And certainly where
must sit,
Tis' not really quite
same.
Even when he calls it right,
I often make a mistake,
That surely makes him look as though
coaching is at
Sometimes he will chew me out,
he'll pat me on
back,
it
You can count on
take
blame
walk out on a
For each and every
So be there when I need you
Shout encouragement to me.

